Multi-site internet

Organizations which want to be ready for the future can build their own SD WAN or VPN solution via Eurofiber’s
Business Internet. Eurofiber’s Business Internet can be used to connect different locations; we call this Multi-site
Internet. These locations are connected via the Eurofiber IP network on a transparent way. This makes the configuration
of your own SD WAN or VPN solution possible.
The traffic between the various locations remains within Eurofiber’s IP backbone and is therefore not routed via the
public Internet (as indicated in the drawing below). In this way, all applications within the organization’s domain (i.e.
between the main location and branch offices) will benefit from a very low latency. In addition, the Anti-DDoS service,
integrated in every Eurofiber Business Internet service, is activated. This ensures maximum availability of the network.
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Hybrid model
As part of a Customer owned SD WAN solution, a hybrid model is also possible, in combination with the Eurofiber
Ethernet VPN services. The hybrid model allows shared use of both private (MPLS) and Internet at all business
locations. By moving the internet traffic to a local internet break-out the traffic volume on the private MPLS company
network decreases, and that SD WAN or public cloud traffic is handled via Eurofiber Internet (as indicated in the
drawing below). In this way organizations can set up their core MPLS network efficiently.
In both cases Eurofiber’s Business Internet is the starting point, it is the basis for an organization’s own SD WAN or
VPN solution.
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Anti-DDoS

With increasing frequency we read about the inaccessibility of websites and internet problems, caused by a DDos
attack (Distributed Denial of Service). This inaccessibility has a major impact on businesses and users. Eurofiber AntiDDoS protects the traffic on your network and infrastructure against DDoS attacks. By protecting your organization’s
network infrastructure against external DDoS attacks you reduce the risk of interruption or degradation of the SD
WAN or VPN solution.

Internet and our fibre optic connections
In order to offer your organization with optimum internet access, Eurofiber always supplies internet services via its
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own fibre optic network. If you would like to know more about other Eurofiber services, read our product leaflets
Ethernet VPN, Managed Dark Fiber, WDM and Secure Cloud Connect.

Service
The Eurofiber Business Internet service has a very high availability of at least 99.9% on the fibre optic infrastructure. In
addition you can count on the 24x7 support of our expert Customer Operations Support department.
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